2020 Annual Report

A record-setting year
Call 2019 a most impressive year. As in ... we had the most presentations ever, in the most churches. The most
money ever given to the ministry came in 2019 fueling the most total income for a single year. We also traveled
the most miles we’d ever driven or flown! Indeed, after a relatively slow 2018, last year left us gasping for air.
And most importantly, 2020 holds a lot of promise to be our most influential year yet!
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The next steps. First, we’ll put a few more tutorial videos together and upload them to ibiblestock.org. Then
we’ll pick an advertising vehicle that has high connectivity to pastors, Bible teachers and small-group leaders.
We’ll invest a significant amount of money in the project and monitor website traffic.
We’re also praying for opportunities to teach pastors how to use more visual resources from the land of the
Bible, perhaps at pastors conferences or on seminary/college campuses.
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Two groups
We’ll host a
traditional tour in
late April and a
hiking tour in early
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Book sales: Our book sales produce enough money
to help us produce more books. The Friends of Israel has
been selling copies of “Secrets from the Ancient Paths,”
helping make it a best seller in 2019. Our books are
circulating in some surprising places. In recent weeks we’ve
been getting e-mails, letters and purchase orders from
Canada, Idaho, Maine and Colorado!
An advertising campaign is coming: Once we
get ibiblestock.org just like we’d like it, we’ll invest quite
a bit of money in advertising the website. We’re looking
to attract pastors, Bible teachers and small-group leaders.
If you’ve not seen it, visit the site today. You might be
amazed at what you find there!
Pray for us! We cherish your prayers. If the vision of
EIN is going to be fulfilled, it’ll happen because of hard
work and earnest prayer. Will you join us in this effort?
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Trips to Israel: We generally offer two group trips
to Israel each year. Our “Hiking” trips usually happen in
early summer so students can join us. And as the name
would suggest, we do a lot of hiking! Our “Traditional”
trips are scheduled in the more comfortable spring
weather. Those travelers see everything the hikers see ...
only without so much climbing. When we have enough
travelers, the ministry makes a profit on these trips.
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The tutorial videos are the key to this web site’s
success. It’s logical to assume that one of the main
reasons pastors aren’t using photos and video clips in
their teaching ministries is that they don’t know how to
use them. Our tutorials will show them how and give
them examples of what they might do with certain
photos or video clips.
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Year-end campaign: The surprise of the past five
years has been the generosity of hundreds of people
who’ve given to EIN in December. Our most recent
year-end campaign created $43,102 for the ministry ...
and we’re giving half of that money away! We’re offering
pastors a $2,500 scholarship on our 2020 hiking trip,
asking their churches to pitch in the balance of the trip.
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Monthly donors: The core of our financial strength
comes from a small group of donors who contribute
monthly to EIN. Because we feel fairly certain that a
consistent income will be coming each month from this
group, we’re able to budget on an annual basis.

By the end of the year, we released ibiblestock.
org. This web site carries a reasonable cost ($26 per
month) and allows us to display an unlimited number
of photographs and video clips. We’re giving the
photographs away and offering the video clips for sale
($290 via a thumb drive).

Our goals for 2020

Income: Experience Israel Now is a faith-based
ministry. Each year presents its unique opportunities and
challenges, with no guarantee of any income. The miracle
of this ministry, then, is that it has thrived. Income comes
from donations, love offerings from churches, profits from
trips to Israel and book sales.
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We spent much of 2019 trying to find the best
way to reach pastors, Bible teachers and small group
leaders. A custom-made web site was too costly,
especially considering the complete absence of a
purchasing market (almost no pastors are using photos
or video clips in their messages).
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